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Abstract-The analysis of either the noise signatures of boiling water reactors or the homogeneous 
equivalence of a nuclear reactor fuel cell require the analysis of the propagation of neutron waves along 
the fuel rods embedded in a moderator. During the course of our work, we have found a convenient 
integral representation of the Ko Bessel function that allowed us to hnd the relaxation length of the 
neutron waves. 
INTRODUCTION 
Our heterogeneous systems consist of an array of fuel rods immersed in a moderator. The 
fluctuating part of a plane source of neutrons located at z = 0 oscillates with frequency w, and 
we are interested in the calculation of the neutron flux along the direction of propagation, z, 
parallel to the 
waves are [l]: 
and 
fuel rods. The formal expression of the complex relaxation lengths of the neutron 
The hi’s are the solutions of 
ao= (,+,)lj2, 
Qj = 
I=~%$) 
k 4 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
where Hi’) is the Hankel function of the first kind and zero order. The requirement of bounded 
fluxes imposes the condition: 
L(b) > 0, (4 
where I,,, is the imaginary part of b. 
The rest of the symbols in equations (l)-(3) are: L and D, diffusion length and diffusion 
coefficient of the moderator; v, average velocity of the neutrons; i, imaginary unit; ?;;‘, position 
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vector of the surface of a rod taken as reference. The parameter cp of the fuel rod is defined 
as the net rate of production of prompt neutrons in the rod divided by D times the flux at its 
surface. 
The first step for the solution of equation (3) is to stress that the relation 
I$)(ip) = $ I~o(P), (5) 
valid for --?r < arg(p) 5 5 (see [2]), can be used in our problem because of the condition given 
by equation (4). Then equation (3) can be written as 
~=~Ko(-ib~Z-~,); 
k 
(6) 
thus, we need an integral representation of Ko(p) for Re(p) > 0. 
INTEGRAL REPRESENTATION OF THE K. FUNCTION 
From [3] we obtain 
1(0(P) = f Jm exp(-pcoshu)du, Re(p) > 0, 
--M 
(7) 
with the change of the variable 
peU s=-. 
2 
(8) 
Equation (7) can be written as: 
ITo(P) = :Jexp [- (s+$)] $, 
e 
(9) 
where c is a path of integration in s plane that starts at s = 0 and passes through point p. Since 
s is a complex number with a constant argument, s = tp/(pl where 2 is real; thus, Ks can be 
written as 
1cc(p)=f/m_p[-(ti+*)]$, 
0 
(IO) 
with the same restriction as equation (7), i.e., Re(p) > 0. 
APPLICATION 
Equation (10) is particularly useful to solve equation (3) for b. From equation (6) and with 
the help of equation (10) we have 
(11) 
With position vectors ?;: = z,T+ yJf and ?;‘k = Ri dt + ka d7 (assuming a square lattice), 
equation (11) can be written as: 
c exp {T [(ki d - ~3)~ + (k2 d - yS)2]} . (12) 
Assuming an infinite lattice and using the Poisson Rule, equation (12) can be written as: 
where cr2 = -b2d2/4n 2, Equation (13) is much more manageable than the original equation (3) 
and can be solved by methods discussed in [4,5]. 
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